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Abstract: Two-dimensional materials allow for extreme light confinement, thus becoming im-
portant candidates for all optical application platforms. Monolayers of transition metal dichalco-
genides are direct band gap semiconducting 2D materials featuring bandgaps in the visible and 
near-IR range, strong excitonic resonances, and high oscillator strengths, among other properties, 
as well as supporting exciton polaritons. The optical properties of quantum emitters, such as mole-
cules or quantum dots, near single or multilayer transition metal dichalcogenides have been inves-
tigated, where the relaxation rate of the quantum emitter increases or decreases. The studies on the 
coupled quantum emitter—transition metal dichalcogenides remain so far in the weak light–matter 
coupling regime. In this work, we study the spontaneous emission spectrum of a two-level quantum 
emitter near a WS2 layer, in which case the Purcell factor of the QE can take values up to 104. We 
further study the Rabi splitting in the spontaneous emission spectrum at room temperature for a 
quantum emitter with free-space decay times in the 10 ps to 500 ps range. We observe that at close 
distance of the quantum emitter to the WS2 layer, combined with short decay times, the spectrum 
can feature several peaks. In such cases, the Rabi splitting lies between 0.25 eV and 0.05 eV for in-
creasing free-space decay times, indicating strong coupling conditions for the light–matter interac-
tion between the quantum emitter and the WS2 layer. Moreover, no simple relation between the 
inverse free-space decay time and the corresponding Rabi splitting value has been found. As the 
distance between the quantum emitter and the layer increases farther, the light–matter interaction 
coupling enters the weak coupling regime, which leads to vanishing Rabi splitting in the spontane-
ous emission spectrum for free-space decay times larger than a few tenths of ps. 
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